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about the movie: when satyendra goes to a small village in rural
up to attend a wedding of his brother's friend, he meets his

childhood sweetheart aarti and their budding romance blooms. at
the heart of this touching love story is satyendra, a driven and
passionate ias officer who's been promised and brought up to

believe that he will become the next cm of the state. shaadi mein
zaroor aana : rajkummar rao, kriti kharbanda. shaadi mein zaroor
aana trailer. the great - from aruna somangi. the great - (2020)

movie synopsis, cast & pictures, release date, hindi dubbed,
original song, film details. at the wedding, a wedding gift that

satyendra makes gives him a first look at an old photograph of his
childhood sweetheart, aarti. when he is about to leave for the

wedding, aarti arrives to the village with her son and she stops
him. aarti then tells him that she is not going to marry anyone,

that she has left her village and wishes that he be her reason for
getting married to someone. but he refuses and leaves the village.

shaadi mein zaroor aana will be releasing on 10th november
2017. this is a crowd-funded, independent film in the style of road
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movies, the streets and highways of india a place of burgeoning
romance, and a testament to the resilience of the human spirit.
shaadi mein zaroor aana is a true love story that is universal in

essence, exploring the universal theme of finding love in the most
unlikely of places. it's a love story of the road (and the indian

highway) that takes you on an emotional journey of discovery.
and it's you who gets the last laugh! 5ec8ef588b
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